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What a Year We Have Had
As 2014 draws to a close, the Friends will reflect on a year
in which the weather gave us her best, the gardens looked
fabulous and the House, Gardens and Mews finally got
the recognition they deserve as one of Victoria’s prime
destinations for visitors. A hearty pat-on-the back to all the
volunteers whose efforts have been so justly recognized!
Even though the gardens have been put to bed for the winter,
our volunteers will keep up their watch to ensure that the
beds survive for the coming Spring. So here’s a tip-of-the-hat
to any volunteers who are spotted in the cold and damp,
tending their plants.
The festive season is approaching and the grounds will take
on a magical quality as the house lights up with Christmas
lights and the Christmas tree will shine like a beacon. This
year, the House will be hosting an Open House so everyone can appreciate the fine decorating efforts of our House
volunteers, who always do a spectacular job decking the halls
for Christmas. If you haven’t had a chance to see the House in
all its festive glory, mark December 12th, from 5-7pm on your
calendar and come get into the spirit of the season.
We welcome a new Board of Directors who are taking over
the helm of the Friends for the coming year. Brian Rogers
takes over the reins as President, with Peter Freedman taking
on the Vice-President’s job. We welcome three new faces to
the Board: Geoff Thornburn who takes on the role of Secretary, and directors at large John Barton and Mary Anne Skill
who are first time members to the Board. They join returning
Board members Angela Newton and Cathie Lylock (who is
thankful to be standing down from Secretary).
If you have any concerns or questions for the Board, you can
contact them by emailing board@fghgs.ca.

Government House is ranked #5 of Best
Attractions in Victoria on Trip Advisor
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From the Library Shelf
by George Metcalfe

Herbs by Emelie Tolley and
Chris Mead
This book is a comprehensive
and beautiful celebration of
the many uses of these fragrant
plants, along with helpful advice
on growing and propagation.
450 full-colour photographs
describe herbs in formal gardens,
cottage gardens and container
gardens; in wreaths, potpourris,
bouquets, and herb standards;
and in appetizers, main courses,
breads, teas and deserts.For more
information and inspiration,
visit Emelie’s website at www.
emelietolleyherbs.com/emelietolleyherbs/home.html

Editor: Mary Anne Skill, Deputy Editor: Leah Freedman, Technical Support: Peter
Freedman, Graphic Design: Mary Anne Skill, Proofreading: Carmel Linka, Jim
Ferguson, Peter Freedman & Denise Stocco. Contributors this Issue: Kate Cino,
Peter Freedman, Marion Elliott, Susan Erling-Tyrell, Howard & Val Smith.
All photos unless noted are courtesy of The Photography Group
Contributions, comments, photos welcomed and may be left in the ‘Publications
Folder’ on the hall desk in the Cottage, or e-mailed to: CaryBulletin@yahoo.ca

Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca
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Message from Government House
Dear Friends,
I cannot believe another season (my 7th!) at Government House has come and gone. But although the growing
season has ended, and the Mews has been shuttered for the year, activity on the property has not slowed down
much. The autumn is always busy in the House, and the Christmas season is soon upon us. We look forward to
working with decorators from the Friends in getting the House ready. It always looks and smells so nice as we
celebrate the holidays together.
As ever, it was nice to see so many of you at the AGM a couple of weeks back. And I was equally pleased
to join you in welcoming the new members to your Board, and saying “thank you” to those who are stepping
down this year. A huge thank you goes out to Catherine Spencer who was such a dedicated president – among
her many other roles here at GH – but who will luckily remain on the Board as immediate past president. “Hail
and farewell!”
In terms of visitors and general exposure, I think most would agree that 2014 was a huge year for us all. A new
museum, an expanded tea room, more public events, a Twitter and Facebook account, ever-improving gardens,
and general word of mouth have all contributed to record visitor numbers.
As has been mentioned, Government House and its grounds have gone from non-existent on Trip Advisor (a
web site dedicated to providing information on attractions around the world) to being as high as #5 out of 62
Victoria sites. How about that! It is through the endless support and dedication of ALL of our volunteers that
this is made possible. Thank you so much for the generosity of your time and efforts.
It is also through the generosity and hard work of local philanthropists and the Foundation that we are able
to continue investing in improvements to the House and property. I think it worth pointing out that the Foundation
contributed well over $100 000 this past year to the museum and the fencing / gates. Your Board, local individuals,
many of them Friends as well, have also very kindly contributed to infrastructure and operating expenses. The
House, too, from its bottle money and other limited funding has been able
to pay for things that need to get done. This spirit of cooperation is strong, and worth nurturing and recognizing.
Another great year has passed. And, again, it is through your efforts and input – in whatever form – that we are
able to continually improve this special place. Thank you, and please have a most safe, memorable, and happy
holiday season.

Director of Operations

Message from your President
The fencing of the rose gardens
has added a new dimension to the
grounds and membership has doubled
to over four hundred.

I hadn’t been on the job as your new President for
more than an hour when I received an e-mail from
Mary Anne Skill saying I had forty eight hours to submit my President’s report. My God, she is tougher than
Nigel Godfrey, he at least gave me a week’s notice!

Several gardens have been revitalized. The azalea walk, the fire road,
the look out and Pearkes’ Peak have
all become part of the fabric of the
grounds.

I would first like to commend and thank Catherine
Spencer for her stewardship of the Friends over the past
two years. She was the first to admit she was not a gardener but loved to work in the soil. I think that may be
said for a great number of us. With Catherine’s strong
accounting background the Friends financial position
has never been stronger. With the demise of the penny,
it must have come as quite a shock to her as she
looked after each and every one! Well done Catherine.
Job well done!

At the A.G.M. Jerymy Brownridge said that the grounds of
Government House were rated as number five as a Victoria
tourist destination. That’s quite a compliment for a volunteer
organization that is just twenty years old.
I hope in the next few years, we can move further up the
scale.

Since my last turn at this job, there have been many
changes. The dream of a Tea House and museum have
become a reality. A first class vegetable garden has
been developed.

Brian Rogers

Notes from the House Report
at the AGM
It has been a busy year for Lieutenant Governor Judith Guichon and
for the Government House.
As of the end of December, Her Honour will have attended more
than 450 events - more than any other Lieutenant Governor on record.
Despite her busy schedule, Her Honour was often seen walking the
grounds and the Cary Mews, meeting with volunteers and visitors
alike, much to the delight of our international visitors who loved having their photo taken with the Lieutenant Governor.
In an effort to be more transparent and accessible, the House hosted
a monthly Open House the first Saturday of every month. This proved
very popular and the House was bursting with visitors at each tour.
This year, the House will host the first Christmas Open House on
December 12th from 5 - 7pm.
The House has contributed $18,500 between January to November
4 in support of the Friends.
The House will be hosting the Friends Christmas luncheon on Saturday, December 6th. Tickets are available through the Friends.
The Cary Mews has proved to be a huge draw for the House and the
House was very pleased to learn that Government House and Gardens
was listed at #5 on the Best Things to Do in Victoria, on Trip Advisor.
Well done to all the volunteers who have worked so hard to make the
Mews and the Gardens a must-see destination.

Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca
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Her Honour Judith Guichon,
29th Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia
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Introducing Your New Board of Directors
The Annual General Meeting of the Friends of Government
House Garden Society was held on Thursday, November 6,
2014 at Government House. Elected to the Board for the
2014-15 year were the following:

The new executive of the Board is as follows:
Brian Rogers - President
Peter Freedman - Vice-President

Current directors standing for re-election for a two year
term: Brain Rogers and Peter Freedman.

Yvonne Dawes - Treasurer

Directors elected last year for a two year term and continuing on the Board: Yvonne Dawe, Cathie Lylock and Janet
Renouf

Catherine Spencer - Past-President

Geoff Thornburn - Secretary
Directors at Large: Cathie Lylock,
Janet Renouf, Angela Newton,
Mary Anne Skill, John Barton.

New candidates standing for election for a two year term:
John Barton, Angela Newton, Mary Anne Skill, Geoff
Thornburn.

AGM Report Highlights from Non-Gardening Activities
Plant Registry

by Crenagh Elliott

The standard tour takes 1 1/2 hours but can be adjusted
to suit. The tours include some history on the estate, how
the Gardens are managed and cared for, and lots of horticultural information. Tours can be booked on the Government House website.

The Plant Registry File (Excel) and mapping of trees,
shrubs, roses, rhododendrons, benches, boundaries, etc.
resides on a TurboCAD file and was deposited in the Cottage in January 2014. There was recent concentration on
mapping irrigation because of plans to upgrade the system.
Several gardens are very co-operative in identifying their
trees and shrubs and advising of new plantings or removals.
However, new plants added to a number of gardens are
generally poorly recorded by supervisors. As plant material is acquired, moved or lost, Plant Registry needs to be
informed as soon as possible so records can be updated.

Cards

Cards have been available for sale at all Coffee Mornings.
Total cards sold: 660 (297 to Government House, 363 to
Friends)
Total deposits: $2,112.16

There are, at present, over 5,650 plants listed by garden.
There are 533 trees listed in the Formal Gardens excluding
Douglas Firs and Gary Oaks.

Garden Tours

Total expenses: $ 479.30
Net profits:

$1,632.86

Expenses were for photographs, blank cards, envelopes,
labels, sleeves, sticky’s for prints.

by Arthur Timms

We would like to set up a system with the Tea Room next
year to keep a card rack there filled with our own cards.

Guided tours of the gardens saw about 175 visitors from
as close as Oak Bay and as far away as Argentina and
China. There were nine groups in all, bringing in $750 for
the Friends.

Garden Library

Visitors included the following: Students and faculty of
Forest Biology at UVIC, the Oak Bay Garden Club, Newcomers of Greater Victoria, a TV production team from
Portland, Oregon, Argentina Horticultural Society (Buenos Aires), Master Gardeners from Kansas City, Missouri,
urban foresters attending the 11th Canadian Urban Forest
Conference, and Chinese from an ecological/horticultural
exchange program.

by George Metcalfe

In 1992, His Honour David Lam donated many of his
gardening books and magazines to the Friends, which
formed the nucleus for a Garden Library. Dr. Dean
Halliwell, founder and chief librarian of the University of
Victoria (retired), offered to catalog the books and began
indexing many of the magazines. Since then, Society
members have donated many more books and magazines.
There are 1,118 books catalogued and copies of 48
different garden magazines indexed. The information is
stored on the Library Computer.

Visitors were uniformly impressed with the gardens and
many said they much preferred our gardens to others they
had seen and for some, it was the best public garden they
had ever visited.

In August, Darlene Lam, on behalf of her late father,
donated additional books and magazines. These are waiting to be catalogued and indexed.

Tours are available for $7 per person, with a minimum
charge of $35 for a group of up to five.
Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca

by Connie Rese
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to 8 metres tall. Generally, it is shorter and more shrub-like
than tree-like. With a lifespan of 30–50 years, the Medlar
tree is rather short-lived. M. germanica pomes are one of
the few fruits that become edible in winter, making it an
important tree for gardeners who wish to have fruit available all year round. M. germanica plants can be grafted on
to the rootstock of another species, such as pear, quince, or
hawthorn, to improve their performance in different soils

The Medieval Medlar
The Medlar, (Mespilus Germanica), known as the Common Medlar is a small, deciduous tree or bush, wide with
a broad crown and heavy foliage. The branches may be
contorted or very angular and the wild varieties may have
thorns. It grows wild in temperate regions of Europe. It is
unusual as its fruit is available in winter, and it is eaten
when ‘bletted’ (browned by rot).

The solitary flowers appear at the tip of the growth of the
year, depending on the location from late April to early
June. The five petaled flowers are 1- 4 cm. wide, pinky
white and look something like a wild rose. Medlars are
self-fertile and if pollination should not occur, the Medlar
can set fruit parthenocarpically (without any pollination
whatsoever).

The Medlar tree
in full fruit

A Medlar tree (Mespilus germanica ‘Rosaceae’)
is located in the Herb Garden

Origins
Despite its Latin name, which means German or Germanic
Medlar, it is indigenous to southwest Asia and southeast
Europe. It was introduced to Germany by the Romans.
From a study of literature and plant specimens, Kazimierz
Browicz concluded that the true homeland of Mespilus
Germanica is only in the southeast part of the Balkan peninsula, in Asia Minor, in the Caucasus, Crimea, northern
Iran and possibly also in Turkmenia especially the Black
Sea coasts of Bulgaria and of modern Turkey.

The Medler fruit
ripening to readiness.
Another week and it
will be soft, mushy,
sweet and tasty.

The fruit is round, 2 – 4 centimetres in diameter, looks
somewhat like a brown, over-grown rose hip with a calyx
on its crown. The fruit is open at the bottom exposing five
seed boxes. M. germanica fruits are hard, acidic, and high
in bitter tannins. The uniqueness of the fruit comes from
the fact that it must be nearly rotten to be edible. The process of “ripening” the fruit is referred to as bletting which
takes 2 to 3 weeks in storage. Once softening begins, the
skin rapidly takes on a wrinkled texture and turns dark
brown, and the fruit becomes soft, mushy brown, sweet
and tasty, with a flavor described as close to cinnamon
applesauce. This process can confuse those new to Medlars, as a softened fruit looks as if it has spoiled.

The Medlar was already being cultivated about 3,000
years ago in the Caspian Sea region of northern Iran and
Azerbaijan. It was introduced to Greece around 700 BC,
and to Rome about 200 BC. It was an important fruit plant
during Roman and medieval times. By the 17th and 18th
centuries, however, it had been superseded by other fruits,
and is little cultivated today. It is said that Medlars were
introduced to South Africa in the 17th century and taken to
North America by the Jesuits in the 1800s.
Until recently, M. Germanica was the only known species
of Medlar. However, in 1990, a new species was discovered in North America, now named Mespilus Canescens.
The loquat, Eriobotrya Japonica, was once thought to be
closely related, and is still sometimes called the ‘Japanese
medlar’.

Poking a hole in the fruit, sucking out the bletted flesh
and spitting out the smooth seeds is one way to experience
the unique taste of Medlar. Once bletted, the fruit is often
eaten as a dessert or used to make Medlar jelly and wine.
Another dish is “Medlar cheese”, which is similar to lemon
curd, being made with the fruit pulp, eggs, and butter.

Description

In Iran, the fruits, leaves, bark and wood of the tree have
been used as medicines for ailments including diarrhoea,
bloating of the stomach, throat abscesses and fever.

M. Germanica requires warm summers and mild winters
and prefers sunny, dry locations and slightly acidic soil.
Under ideal circumstances, the deciduous plant grows up
Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca
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Feature Garden
The Herb Garden, A Sensory Experience

by Marion Elliott
The Rotary Club of Victoria generously provided the funds
for the carving.

In 1994 Major General and Mrs. George Kitching suggested
and provided a generous donation for a Herb Garden at
Government House. Andrew Yeoman of Ravenhill Herb
Farm was asked to design the Garden, which originally
was to be located close to the kitchen on the east side of
the House. However, the public could not see it. It was
recommended that since the Rose Garden needed to be
rebuilt, an Herb Garden would be a nice complement.

The bed lying next to the Sunken Rose Garden has a
selection of grey woolly lavenders (Lavandula lanata )
alternating with purple sage (Salvia officinalis ‘Purpurea’),
complemented by other species of lavender (Lavandula sp.
‘Provence’) and 3 species of sage (Salvia officinalis ‘Holts’s
Mammoth, Salvia officinalis ‘aureus’ and Salvia officinalis
‘Bergarten’) and a bed of Paeonies, the root of which can
be used for various medicinal purposes. The flowers make a
beautiful display, especially Carole Dancer’s Paeonia lactiflora which has 6” in diameter white blossoms. Half barrels
of mint line the walkway and four Bay laurels (Laurus nobilis) also in half barrels provide a focal point at the entrance
to the Herb Garden from the Sunken Rose Garden.

Andrew was asked to make another design to fit the new
location, which lay south of the English Country Garden. He
not only designed the Herb Garden, but also donated more
than 1500 plants, which he created by division of plants at
his farm, cuttings from his plants or purchased and donated
to the Friends. Andrew directed the planting of the herbs
as a volunteer for a number of years to see the Garden
become firmly established.

The last quadrant of the Garden is made up of culinary
herbs, which along with herbs from the rest of the Garden,
the House chefs use for the preparation of their fine cuisine.

The Garden includes perennial plants, which can be
utilized to produce cosmetics, remedies and medications,
condiments and spices, sweet and savory treats for the
table, including those specifically requested by the Government House chef, Aleks Kornat.

Chef Aleks Kornat and Herb Garden
Supervisor Marion Elliott

The Herb Garden is attractive year round but its most
spectacular colour is in June when the Santolina sp. are a
mass of yellow flowers and the creeping thymes are blooming in a variety of shades of pink, mauve and crimson. Following this display, the lavenders bloom in several shades
of purple, followed by the deep mauve flowers of the Germander hedge (Teucrium chamaedrys), which is so loved
by the honey bees whose hives are located in the Gary Oak
Woodland just over the wall at the south end of the Sunken
Rose Garden.

The Garden has
hard surfaced
concrete paths to
provide access
for the physically challenged in
strollers, wheelchairs or walkers.
One of the special
things about the
Herb Garden is
that it is a sensory
Garden which
is confirmed by
visitors whose
first comment is
usually “Doesn’t it
smell wonderful”.

A magical time in the Herb Garden can occur at mid
winter when the plants are touched with frost and the pale
winter sun lights the Garden to a silvery glow.
Like any perennial garden there is always a lot of pruning
required to prevent plants from overgrowing their neighbours or from becoming too woody. As well, weeds can
hide very well in the mattes of woolly thyme so the Herb
Garden volunteers work very hard to keep the Garden
looking its best.
Ann Alison is a master pruner, Nancy Murray is master
planter, Jenny Briker keeps the Bay laurels and Sentinel
yews in shape and size, Pauline Thompson is weeder extraordinaire, Susan Rolph and Barb Currie are much valued
visiting volunteers since both are still working and Marion
Elliott is Supervisor and always welcomes new volunteers
who would like to work in the Herb Garden.

Like an English Herb Garden, the garden is bordered by
a yew hedge (Taxus sp) which forms a dark green background for plants which are silver (Artemisia ludoviciana
‘Valerie Finnis’), purple (Salvia officinalis ‘Purpurea’),
golden (Origanum vulgare ‘Aurea’), and lighter shades of
green (Santolina rosmarinifolia), in the Lamp Post bed.

A Medlar tree (Mespilus germanica ‘Rosaceae) is of particular interest to many visitors. Its brown, rose-hip like fruit
was, in Medieval times, considered a choice dessert. The
fruit must be bletted in a cool place for several weeks and
then is served with clotted cream and a silver spoon. The
fruit also makes a fine jelly to serve with venison or goose
and Iranian visitors rave about the pickles made from the
Medlar fruit.

The central oval is planted with thymes, which come
in many colors, height and time of flowering. The center
piece of the thyme bed is an Orca Whale carving by the
Salish carver, Audrey La Fortune, from a piece of well
weathered cedar. It supports a sundial that can accurately
tell time if it is corrected for daylight saving, as well as the
longitude of Government House.
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Through the Lens
The Photography Group Pick their Favourite Shots
New members are always welcome. If you are interested in joining the Photography Group, contact Connie
Rese at board@fghgs.ca

Rilla Ballantyne

Rilla is a lifelong photographer who honed her digital skills
through classes at a computer club. She is one of the original
members of the Friends Photo Group.
Rilla loves to roam the different areas of the gardens,
recording both dramatic vistas and macro arrangements of
colour and texture. From 1996 to 2009, she worked in the
Cut Flower Garden (pictured here).
The concrete steps at left lead up to the Pool Garden and
private quarters of the mansion. “All summer long this garden sparkles with a variety of flowers,” she says.
Canon Powershot. Shutter Speed: 1/400, Aperture: F5, ISO:
80. Sept 2014.

Peter Freedman

Peter, a volunteer in the Pearkes’ Peak Garden, was an
enthusiastic photographer as a travelling student in the old
days of Kodachrome 64 slides. He acquired a photo scanner to rescue those shots from their dusty slide trays, a
decision which inadvertantly brought him into the Friends
Photo Group as he used it to scan the slides from the original Photo Group. Peter enjoys seeing the changes in the
gardens, both natural and those created by the volunteers.
This picture shows a vibrant iris bed that was just weeds and
grass less than a year earlier. After clearing the area, the volunteers trucked up dozens of wheelbarrows of compost (in
the rain) and planted the irises obtained by Valerie Murray.
Canon 50D, Canon 17-85mm at 53mm, ISO: 1600, f16,
1/60 sec , May 2014.

Overview of the Financial Report Filed at the AGM
Report filed by Treasurer Cynthia
Bray, BA, CBA, October 21, 2014.
Total Assets 		

$114,321.50

Total Fundraising (net) $

6,579.36

Special items of note in the
expenditures this year:
Akika Memorial Fund

$

592.23

$

708.50

Total Revenue		

$ 36,999.10

New lawn and Lookout
Assessment

Expenses - Admin.

$ 16,520.71

New Nursery Greenhouse $1,565.76

Expenses - Gardens

$ 13,906.30

Expenses - Support

$

Terraces Handrails
(shared cost)

Total Expenses		

$ 31,563.87

Net Excess		

$

1,136.86
5,435.23

Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca

$2,205.00

A full financial statement is published in the
FOGHGS report to the AGM.
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Admin. Budget 2014
Actual Admin.		
Expenditures 2014

$21,719.00
$16,520.71

Garden Budget 2014
Actual Garden		
Expenditures

$ 7,935.00
$13,906.30

Support Group		
$ 1,650.00
Budget for 2014
Actual Support Group $ 1,136.86
Expenditures
Government House: www.ltgov.bc.ca

Review of the Tea Room

by Howard Smith

Tea Room Manager Nelles Shackleton occupies an unusual position- she is a member of The Friends, at the same
time she is an employee of Government House reporting
directly to Jerymy Brownridge. As Manager, she is responsible for the running of the Tea Room. With her first season
as Manager behind her, Nelles sat down to talk about her
expectations, experiences and her hopes for the Tea Room.
“As manager, I had to put systems into place, help to
redesign the seating areas, put in equipment that would
suit the production of how we present our foods, help the
House decide what choices they should have in the planning, and decide how to make the Tea Room run more
smoothly and professionally. Then to see what other things
I could add to make it friendlier and more comfortable.
Part of that was adding more tables and chairs and expanding into the Interpretive Centre. We have 74 seats now.
Then there was the menu. At the beginning, it was entirely
up to Chef Christoph, but when he left, it was his Pastry
Chef and I who developed some new items for the menu,
which I think were very successful.
“Working with the volunteers, I had no idea what their
individual experience was, because I didn’t get resumés. I
asked them individually what positions they had done and
what positions they would be interested in. Not knowing
how suited they were to their chosen positions, it was quite
a challenge at the beginning - who had the strength to be
the person moving the tables and chairs, who wanted to
work in front of the public and who wanted work behind
the scenes. But once the systems were put into place and
they understood what I was doing, it worked like clockwork. Scheduling was an interesting challenge because I
had no idea how many people I would need and how busy
it would be.

Review of the Museum

“Volunteers have to be able to multi-task, because there’s
no position where you just do one thing. You have to be
able to do a lot of standing and walking and you have to
able to lift because you have to carry a lot of dishes or
carry a tray. You have to know how to move in and out
without bumping into people. It takes a little bit of skill
to manipulate yourself around the areas and taking things
from the tables, but that comes with experience.
“This was a four-month tenure. I would like to see the Tea
Room go for six months, start in early April, as part of the
training time. We need a proper orientation session, plus a
few days of training. Then open a few days a week, gradually adding on hours and then add on the extra days. The
same with closing. It should not close before Labour Day.
“Also we need a volunteer co-ordinator. The running of
a tearoom is a very big job and having everybody at every
place at the same time, sometimes it’s really difficult. The
word manager means that you are managing, you’re not
doing jobs – you’re out there promoting. I should not be in
the back doing the cooking part of it. I shouldn’t have to
be there doing all the prep work behind the scenes. But we
are short of behind-the-scenes volunteers. I could definitely
use more of them. Of the volunteers I have, I am very
blessed because they did a really great job.”

by Susan Erling-Tyrell

The Costume Museum commenced operations in their
new venue in May of 2014. The space now lends itself
to a much more upgraded costume display and has been
greatly received by both the public and the Museum
volunteers. Due to the newly renovated Museum, we have
had an increase in donations and have a great array of
costumes in our archival storage. This will now lend itself
to the Museum having revolving exhibitions next year,
which we have never been able to do before.
The museum has been very fortunate to have a steady
roster of 34 dedicated volunteers who are ambassadors
not only for the museum, but the gardens and the House.
During the winter months our Museum does not stop indeed we are going on a field trip early January with a
group of our volunteers to The Royal B.C. Museum to see
their archival dresses, fans, shoes, handbags and all other
wonderful clothes from the very early 1800s stored away
from public view. This is very exciting for us.
Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca

“The most important thing is, the volunteers need to like
people. They have to have great people skills, no matter
what the situation is. When an issue happens, they need to
come to me so that I can go deal with it. In a management
position in a restaurant, hotel or a catering event, I would
be the only contact person that would be talking to any
client that had an issue. It would be my job to talk to the
customer and make it come out better.

Also a workshop is being planned to take our volunteers
again to The Royal B.C. Museum to learn how to make
mannequins under the tutelage of Ms. Colleen Wilson. This
will take place early Spring or early Fall, I am into discussions with her about this. A further trip will be to Craigdorrach to see their archival dresses and other items of clothing specifically their storage and restoration techniques. So
you see, as we always say: The Museum Never Sleeps.
We were most fortunate to have their Royal Highnesses,
Prince Edward and Countess Sophie, the Earl and Countess
of Wessex officially open the museum. The Earl and Countess then toured the museum before meeting with our many
volunteers at a small reception.
We have had over 4,000 visitors to the museum this year,
from all corners of the globe, and their enthusiasm for what
we have to offer is truly amazing and gratifying. We also
collected the sum of $2,917.77 in donations, which will be
passed on to the Friends.
Government House: www.ltgov.bc.ca

Puppets for Peace

by Peter Freedman
The puppets did indeed come to
Government House. And they kept
on coming in a larger and more enthusiastic parade than the organizers
ever dreamed of. The parade wound
its way from Craigdarroch Castle, past
the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria and
the spectacular mural that had been
painted for the event, up Rockland
and onto the grounds of Government
House where all participants were
greeted by Her Honour at the entrance to the Orchard.
It is estimated that between 800
and 1,000 parade participants and

Her Honour
Judith Guichon
greets the Puppets
for Peace when
they visited
Government
House
A large crowd
was on hand
to check out
the amazing
puppets and to
try their hand
at creating their
own puppets

celebrants flooded into the grounds to watch the events on stage at the Bandshell which included a greeting by Her Honour,
a welcome from Jerymy Brownridge and The Little Yellow Guy, a performance by the Le La La First Nations mask dancers, the
dedication of the Peace Pole and children’s performer Rick Scott. Various groups also performed on the lawns of Government
House while puppets large and small wandered through the crowds.

Through it all, the intrepid
shutterbugs of the Friends Photo
Group captured the action.
About one hundred of those
shots will be featured soon on
the Puppets for Peace website.
Here is a small selection to give
you a taste of the day.

Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca
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A Royal Visit
The weather held and it was
a lovely sunny day for the
visit of their Royal Highnesses, the Earl and Countess of
Wessex, when they popped
down to the Cary Mews to
officially open the Costume
Museum.

Then with a flourish, a flash of red
velvet, and much laughter from the
crowd and the Royals, the Prince
unveiled a plaque - which was sitting jauntily off-kilter on the stand.

During his speech, Prince
Edward recalled that his
mother and father, the
Queen and Prince Phillip,
were at Government House
back in the 80’s when the
Friends were just starting
up. Prince Edward said he
would “take great pleasure
in reporting back to my
father that you actually did
it - you have undertaken
the care and restoration of
these grounds and they look
wonderful.”

“I dare you to mount it like that!”
laughed Countess Sophie.
Prince Edward looked delighted
and noted “It’s always more fun
when things go just a little bit
wrong.”
Following the unveiling, the Earl
and Countess toured the costume
museum. Scheduled for just a quick
seven minute tour, Countess Sophie
took great interest in the special
outfits on display, particularly the
late 1800’s dresses.
Guided around the museum by
curator Susan Erling-Tyrell, the
Countess asked numerous questions and examined a number of
dresses quite closely.
The Countess talked of her fascination with examining
the gowns of Princess Maud that are in the collection of
the Queen, and she was very informed about classic and
historical styles.
Due to her interest, the visit to the museum was longer
than planned and the Countess left saying she would love
to spend some more time so she could truly see all the
lovely gowns and uniforms on display.
Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca

Following the tour of the museum,
the Royals then had a chance to
mix and chat with the crowd. They
both proved themselves to be very
friendly and down-to-earth. Judging
by the number of Friends who chatted with them, there was no shortage of topics.
A lovely light tea was provided by
the house.
The museum and Cary Mews visit
proved to be of particular interest to
the Royals as both mentioned their
own estate, Bagshot, in England,
and their plans to possibly open the
grounds to the public.

The Earl and Countess were very
interested in the organization and
operations of the Friends, and how
much had been achieved by the
volunteers. They asked questions
about how the Friends attracted
new volunteers and kept the old
ones.
Both were very impressed when chatting with long-time
members and expressed their hope that they could establish
a similar volunteer group for their estate. Prince Edward
noted he would love to see a similar tearoom, gift shop and
museum at Bagshot that would allow visitors the opportunity to tour the grounds.
More photos can be seen at the Costume Museum Facebook
page: www.facebook.com/CostumeMuseum

Government House: www.ltgov.bc.ca

The Canadian Letters and Images Project
The Canadian Letters and
Images Project is an online
archive of the Canadian war
experience, from any war,
as told through the letters
and images of Canadians
themselves. Begun in August
2000, the Project is located
in the Department of History
at Vancouver Island University. Through the digitization
of loaned letters, diaries, photographs, and other related
materials, the Project permits Canadians to tell their
story, and Canada’s story, through their own words and
images. It is history without a lens of interpretation by the
present.
The most important aspect of the Project’s work is that
they do not keep original materials. The Canadian Letters
and Images Project will borrow any correspondence, diaries, photographs or other personal materials connected
to Canadians at war, home front and battlefront, from any
conflict in which Canadians have participated. The material is then digitized and returned to the family. In this
manner Canadians can share these important materials
from Canada’s past and yet still retain their valued family
heirlooms.
The Project was created as a resource to make these
materials of our past accessible to all Canadians, to make
the past available to the present and to preserve it for
future generations. Due to their personal nature, these
materials remind us that the story of war is ultimately the
story of individuals. The materials help to recreate some
of the richness of their lives, ordinary individuals who did
extraordinary things for our nation.
It is hoped that through the Project, Canadians can

share with one another the more personal side of a country
at war. The materials which comprise this Project come
from every part of Canada, and from outside Canada as
well. The Canadian Letters and Images Project will make
arrangements, at their expense, to have any materials
picked up and returned by courier to ensure the safety of
those materials.
It is important to collect and recreate the personal side of
the wartime experience as soon as possible, before such
materials are forever lost or destroyed. Each and every
piece of correspondence, every photograph, or any other
item connected to Canadians during wartime, is a valuable
artifact linking us to our past. While one letter or photograph may by itself seem insignificant, in combination
with the multitude of other materials found in the Project
that single item can help to tell a remarkable story of the
unyielding spirit of a country at war.
The project believes that every item in the collections has
merit and so all collections will appear in their entirety.
The Project does not edit or censor any materials in its
collections. They do not edit correspondence or select
portions of collections, but include, if at all possible, all
materials submitted. The Project has retained as closely as
possible the original spelling, punctuation, and paragraph
structure in the transcribed versions.
Contributions or any other questions or comments can be
directed to:
Dr. Stephen Davies, Project Director
The Canadian Letters and Images Project
Vancouver Island University
900 Fifth Street
Nanaimo, British Columbia V9R 5S5
Email: letters@viu.ca
Telephone: (250) 753-3245 ext. 2131

Notices
In Memorium
Sadly, we lost six good friends during this past year.
John Arnold
Brenda Bone
Jim Leamy
Peter Marsman
Milforde Rose
Linda Langwith

Upcoming Events
Government House Christmas Open House - December
12th from 5 - 7pm.
Friends Christmas Luncheon - December 6, noon in the
Ballroom. Tickets available by contacting the Friends
Board of Directors Meeting - December 3rd. Meetings
first Wednesday of every month.

Each, in their own capacity, filled a significant role
in the Friends. We shall miss them all.

The Board of Directors of the Friends of Government House Gardens Society
wishes each and every one of you the Merriest Christmas and a Joyous Festive Season
Friends Website: www.fghgs.ca
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